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In the evening,
we stood on corners with an upturned umbrella,
fingers reaching, mouths watering wakefully,
smelling the moment before the sun is overtaken
by clouds. The first fall it rained and rained
until even the streets were sleeping
underwater. My Newfoundland wet pawed
through sidewalks and slick grass
around our valley home. He pushed
the ambivalent oak with plaintive songs
until the weighted branches hung low
over the sunken streets full of empty water
and leaves and white sticks knocked from hands.

The trees are heavy in the fall with Japanese beetles
and sorrow. The abandoned thoughts
of the valley float full and opaque over
the silent, hungry water like rice paper lanterns
waiting to be swallowed, then remembered.

I always know when we two are close to home
because all the streets are downhill.
Sometimes my yoked dog pulls me
over broken acorns and glass and rain water
and I let the little moons lift from the branches
to follow me home.

— Ayla Batton